
nylon threads pinned to nails, 
enamel on MDF

gold acrylic, 
24k gold foil 

90 x 70 cm

Roots of Humanity

Tulipa N.1

analogue photography in 
digital processing 
on fine art print, 

24k gold applied by hand,
plexiglas

90 x 65 cm 

Dubai

mixed tecnique,
24k gold foil 

on canvas

100 x 70 cm

Ach... Mensch N. 39

acrylic,
24k gold foil 

on canvas

100 x 80 cm
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Our HistORy

Galleria DuePuntoZero S.r.l. is a brand-
new art gallery based in Bergamo (Italy), 
Via Fratelli Calvi 1/D. 
It presents itself as a landmark in the city 
for emerging artists, collectors and enthu-
siasts. 
The logo of the Gallery was created by the 
Italian artist master Ugo Nespolo.
Connected, up-to-date, synonymous with 
passion and new opportunities. Galleria 
DuePuntoZero believes in face-to-face 
communication as fundamental in rela-
tionships. Each artist, indeed, is individual-
ly followed and well advised when presen-
ting their artworks during exhibitions and 
every work is carefully evaluated, included 
in a personalized technical data sheet and 
personally proposed to customers. 
The Gallery is the Lombard headquarter of 
the European Union of Art Experts Asso-
ciation. 
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THE ETERNITY OF GOLD

Gold is an inestimable material, one of the 
most precious on Earth. It has always been 
known by men and used in many fields: 
from enriching buildings and producing 
decorations, ornaments and coins to the 
idea of symbolizing eternity in art, accen-
tuating their timelessness, as in Gustav 
Klimt’s famous work “The kiss. In the myth 
of “King Midas”, gold was a warning of gre-
ed while in Japanese culture gold embo-
dies strength: indeed, it is used to repair 
broken ceramics, giving them a new lease 
of life even more sophisticated thanks to 
their precious scars. 
Galleria DuePuntoZero brings to WAD 
2023 the most sought-after artists of our 
art dealers, not only for beauty but mostly 
for uniqueness and investment. 
They created their finest artworks to ce-
lebrate Dubai, the “emirate of gold” using 
24k gold foil. 

the eTErnity of gold

www. galleriaduepuntozero.com


